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ABSTRACT: Spark discharge generation was used to
synthesize Mg−Ti nanocomposites consisting primarily of a
metastable body-centered-cubic (bcc) alloy of Mg and Ti. The
bcc Mg−Ti alloy transformed upon hydrogenation into the
face-centered-cubic fluorite Mg1‑yTiyHx phase with favorable
hydrogen storage properties. Both metal and metal hydride
nanocomposites showed a fractal-like porous morphology,
with a primary particle size of 10−20 nm. The metal content
of 70 atom % (at %) Mg and 30 at % Ti, consistently
determined by XRD, TEM-EDS, and ICP-OES, was
distributed uniformly across the as-prepared sample. Pres-
sure−composition isotherms for the Mg−Ti−H nanocomposites revealed large differences in the thermodynamics relative to
bulk MgH2, with a much less negative enthalpy of formation of the hydride as small as −45 ± 3 kJ/molH2 as deduced from van’t
Hoff plots. The plateau pressures of hydrogenation were substantially higher than those for bulk MgH2 in the low temperature
range from 150 to 250 °C. The reaction entropy was simultaneously reduced to values down to 84 ± 5 J/K mol H2, following a
linear relationship between the enthalpy and entropy. Plausible mechanisms for the modified thermodynamics are discussed,
including the effect of lattice strains, the presence of interfaces and hydrogen vacancies, and the formation of excess free volume
due to local deformations. These mechanisms all rely on the finely interdispersed nanocomposite character of the samples which
is maintained by grain refinement.

■ INTRODUCTION

The use of hydrogen as an energy carrier for mobile
applications brings the requirement of a compact but also
light storage material.1,2 It is well-known that several metals can
absorb large amounts of hydrogen, forming more compact
storage media than hydrogen gas tanks and liquid hydrogen.1

However, most metals have a relatively poor gravimetric
capacity.2 Among several metals, Mg represents an attractive
candidate as a hydrogen storage material for its light weight and
reversible character of the hydrogen sorption reactions. The
relatively slow kinetics of the reaction of Mg with hydrogen is
in a first instance addressed by decreasing the size of the Mg
particles to limit diffusion distances. Other routes of enhancing
the sorption kinetics consist of inducing defects in the crystal
structure to enhance hydrogen mobility and mixing Mg with
transition metals acting as catalysts.3

Spark discharge generation is a versatile method of producing
metal nanoparticles. Nanostructured materials for hydrogen

storage are commonly produced by ball milling. One of the
main advantages of spark discharge generation as opposed to
ball milling is the synthesis of nanoparticles instead of just
nanocrystalline grains, in a continuous rather than batch-wise
process. In previous studies,4,5 transition metal (Pd, Nb)
catalyzed Mg nanoparticles have been successfully synthesized
by spark discharge generation. Through this bottom up method
of producing nanoparticles, small scale mixing of the Mg with
transition metal catalysts is successfully achieved. Because of the
nonequilibrium nature of the particle production, metastable
alloys can also be produced by spark discharge generation.6

Other bottom-up approaches involving inert gas condensation
methods7−9 focused thus far on the synthesis of elemental Mg
nanoparticles. Further, Mg-based and MgH2-based nano-
particles for hydrogen storage applications were produced by
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melt infiltration10,11 and by decomposition of organometallic
precursors under suitable conditions.12,13 To the best of our
knowledge, the synthesis of Mg−Ti alloy nanoparticles by
bottom-up methods has not been reported before.
The ability of Mg to react with hydrogen is in a great

measure influenced by its enthalpy of formation which is
experimentally determined to be about −75 kJ/mol H2. A lower
enthalpy of formation for Mg combined with improved kinetics
would allow the reaction with hydrogen to proceed at much
milder conditions of temperature and pressure than currently
employed. Recent studies revealed that the interaction between
Mg and Ti offers several opportunities to modify the
thermodynamics and kinetics of the hydrogenation reaction.
Intense research has shown that the use of nonequilibrium
synthesis techniques, such as magnetron sputter deposi-
tion14−18 of Mg−Ti thin films, may result in the formation of
an hcp Mg−Ti coherent phase despite the positive enthalpy of
mixing of Mg and Ti. Upon hydrogenation of the Mg−Ti thin
films, a cubic fluorite Mg1‑yTiyHx phase was formed for Ti-
fractions above ∼15 atom % (at %), with favorable hydrogen
sorption kinetics. The hydrogen absorption equilibrium
pressure of multilayer thin films consisting of alternating Mg
and Ti nanolayers19 is significantly higher than the equilibrium
pressures of bulk MgH2 and TiH2. The use of thin films as
hydrogen storage devices, however, has obvious strong
limitations. For this reason, intense research is being carried
out on the synthesis of Mg−Ti−H alloys by means of ball-
milling.20−22 The first Mg−Ti hydride phase, a cubic Mg7TiH16
compound, was found by Kyoi et al.23 using a high pressure
synthesis method.
In the present study, Mg−Ti nanocomposites are synthesized

using spark discharge generation. Alongside the presence of Mg
and Ti nanoparticles, a nanosized, metastable intermetallic
body-centered-cubic Mg−Ti alloy phase has been identified in
the as-prepared samples. The very low solubility of Mg in Ti
(and of Ti in Mg) makes the presence of this cubic Mg−Ti
phase an interesting result in itself. Moreover, a detailed
structure analysis of the hydrogenation products showed the
formation of the cubic fluorite Mg−TiHx hydride phase, which
remains in a nanoparticle state after long hydrogenation heating
treatments. Our pressure−composition−temperature (PCT)
measurements obtained using a Sievert’s apparatus revealed a
much less negative enthalpy of formation of −45 ± 3 kJ/mol
H2. Such a small value for the enthalpy of formation for the
Mg−Ti−H system has not been reported before. Essentially,

the plateau pressures are significantly higher than for bulk
MgH2 at low temperatures but remain close to bulk values at
higher temperatures, changing in this manner the enthalpy of
formation. However, this effect is accompanied by a high
degree of disorder of the hydride phase, which acts as an extra
barrier in the overall free energy change during hydrogenation
of the system, partially compensating the enthalpy gain.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Using a spark discharge setup previously described in ref 24, Mg−Ti
nanocomposites were synthesized from the elements (Ø6.35 mm rods,
99.9+% purity, Mateck GmbH). A spark discharge between a Ti
cathode placed opposite a grounded Mg anode was used to ablate
material from both electrodes, and the resultant mixed metal vapor
cloud was quenched rapidly to form the Mg−Ti nanocomposites. A
series of 5 different batches of samples were produced, in which the
electrode spacing was varied between 1 and 2 mm. The working gas
was purified Ar as previously reported.4 In this study, we concentrated
on the hydrogen storage properties of two selected samples produced
using an electrode spacing of 2 mm, with a mass of 5.1 and 4.5 mg,
respectively, and the relationship with their structural properties.
Sparks were generated at a rate of 200 Hz using a 20 nF capacitance
and a charging current of 8.5 mA, for a total power input of 9.3 W.
Particles were collected during 9 h runs at a rate of 0.14 mg/h on Ø47
mm PVDF membrane filters with 0.45 μm pore size (Durapore,
Millipore) in a special filter holder, and transferred to an Ar filled
glovebox (<0.1 ppm H2O and O2) for further sample preparation.

The structure of the crystalline samples was investigated by X-ray
diffraction using a PANalytical X’Pert PRO diffractometer with a Cu
Kα beam (λ = 1.5415 Å) operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. The samples
were loaded in an Ar filled glovebox in airtight sample holders. To
reduce the background due to the low amount of sample used, a
silicon single crystal disk was used as a support plate. The background
measured from the silicon disk and sample holder was subtracted from
the X-ray diffraction patterns. Rietveld analysis was performed on the
measured patterns, using the GSAS software.25 The sizes of crystallites
were calculated using the Scherrer formula and assuming a Scherrer
constant of 1.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies, including
energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDS), selected-area electron
diffraction (SAED), and electron energy loss near-edge spectroscopy
(ELNES), were performed using a FEI Tecnai TF20 electron
microscope operated at 200 kV. Samples were mounted on Quantifoil
microgrid carbon polymer supported on a copper grid.

Hydrogen absorption isotherms were measured using a Hy-Energy
PCT Pro 2000 Sievert’s apparatus. For the measurements, hydrogen
gas of purity 5.0 was used. The accuracy of the pressure reading was
1%. The drift in the pressure reading is between 14 and 42 mbar
within six months. With the dry scroll pump used in the setup, a base

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of the spark discharge generated Mg−Ti nanocomposites, and the results of the Rietveld refinement (measured
spectra, black; calculated spectra, red; residual, blue): (a) as produced by spark discharge generator; (b) after partial loading with hydrogen. The
background due to the sample container was subtracted. The individual phase contributions are given below (scaled down by a factor of 0.5).
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pressure at the inlet of 5 × 10−2 mbar was achieved. Pressure−
composition-isotherms (PCIs) were measured with the use of the
MicroDoser attachment, and the typical size of the aliquot was 0.663
mL. The temperature of the samples, consisting of similar amounts of
loosely packed powders (4.5 mg and 5.1 mg), occupying similar
volumes in the MicroDoser sample space, was kept constant to within
0.5 °C during each PCI measurement.

■ RESULTS

Structural Characterization of the Mg−Ti Nano-
composites. The overall composition of the samples was
studied using X-ray diffraction. The analysis of the diffraction
patterns revealed that the spark discharge generated nano-
composites consist of several different crystalline phases:
nanoparticles with the hexagonal Mg and Ti phases (space
group P63/mmc) are present along with rock salt cubic MgO
(space group Fm3̅m), as shown by the representative example
in Figure 1a. Interestingly, all samples further showed the
presence of a body-centered-cubic (bcc) Mg−Ti alloy phase
(space group Im3 ̅m), as revealed by the presence of a dominant
(110) diffraction peak at 35.1°, corresponding to a lattice
parameter of 3.61 Å. Such a bcc Mg−Ti alloy with random site
occupation was previously observed by Asano et al.20,26 in
Mg1‑yTiy alloys (0.25 < y <0.65) synthesized by means of ball-
milling, where smaller lattice parameters near 3.42 Å were
found. The presence of the face-centered cubic and hcp Mg−Ti
alloy phases observed by Asano et al.20,21 can be ruled out for
the spark discharge generated nanocomposites, on the basis of
our X-ray diffraction results. The presence of the bcc Mg1‑yTiy
alloy phase is quite remarkable, given the positive enthalpy of
mixing of Mg and Ti. Unlike our previous studies,4,5 where a set
of two spark generators was used to produce nanocomposites
of Mg particles interdispersed with Pd or Nb catalyst particles,
the use of a Mg electrode against a Ti electrode in a single spark
generator allows the formation of the Mg−Ti alloy phase, as the
particles now form in a mixed metal vapor cloud. Samples
generated with this electrode configuration using a spacing of
1.25 to 2 mm between the two electrodes consist in large part
of the bcc Mg−Ti phase with phase fractions in the range 30−
52 wt %. This demonstrates the capability of spark discharge
generation to synthesize metastable Mg−Ti alloys by rapid
quenching of the Mg and Ti clouds that are intermixed at an
atomic scale. Such a bcc Mg1‑yTiy alloy was previously also
obtained after prolonged ball milling of 20−200 h of Mg and Ti
powders,20,21,26,27 for compositions reportedly in the range 0.25
< y <0.65. The bcc Mg−Ti alloy phase stabilizes most easily
near a composition of Mg0.5Ti0.5.

27 An essential difference is
that, during ball milling, the size of the grains building up a
micrometer-sized particle is reduced to nanoscale dimensions,
whereas in the case of spark discharge, the particles themselves
are nanosized as TEM indicates. This key difference has a
pronounced impact on the hydrogen sorption properties of
these types of samples, as shown further on.
Rietveld refinement was successfully performed on the XRD

patterns, and the results are summarized in Table 1. The
extracted particle sizes were found to be small for each of the
phases. The size of the bcc phase Mg−Ti particles is 11 ± 2
nm. The apparent crystallite size of MgO is 3 ± 1 nm for as-
prepared samples, which indicates that the MgO is present as a
thin shell around the particles of Mg, as seen in our previous
studies4,5 and for Mg nanoparticles produced by inert gas
condensation methods.7−9 According to the refinement results,
hexagonal Mg and Ti are present in the sample at relatively

small fractions of 10 and 9 wt %, respectively. The sample is
dominated by a high fraction of about 45 wt % of the cubic
Mg−Ti alloy. The fractions obtained from the XRD measure-
ments point to an overall metal fraction of Mg of 70 at % and of
Ti of 30 at %. This result is very similar to the fractions
obtained from ICP-OES and TEM-EDS, as it is summarized in
Table 2. Both XRD and ICP-OES characterize a bulk average of

the sample, while TEM-EDS gives very local information about
the sample composition, obtained for several parts of the
sample. Since the same composition is obtained from both
global average and local measurements, one may conclude that
the composition is uniform throughout the as-prepared sample.
Thus, spark discharge generation not only allows the mixture of
metals on a very small scale but also as a uniform mixture.
The sample was subjected to several cycles of hydrogen

loading and unloading at temperatures up to 300 °C in a
Sievert’s setup. After the cycling, XRD was used to determine
the resulting phases in the partially loaded state (Figure 1b). A
noteworthy fact is the disappearance of the crystalline Ti phase
and the appearance of a face-centered-cubic (fcc) Mg1‑yTiyHx
phase similar to fluorite TiH2 with an expanded lattice
parameter. Such a fluorite cubic Mg1‑yTiyHx phase was
previously observed upon hydrogenation of hcp Mg1‑yTiy thin
films for Ti-fractions larger than ∼15 at %, where it could be
attributed to the stabilizing presence of nanoscale fluorite TiH2
domains. For these thin films, the cubic fluorite Mg1‑yTiyHx
phase showed a substantially faster hydrogen sorption kinetics
than the rutile Mg1‑yTiyH2 phase which stabilizes at low Ti-
fractions.18,16 Furthermore, studies on ball-milled Mg−Ti
powders also revealed the presence of the fluorite fcc
Mg1‑yTiyHx phase upon hydrogenation.21,22 In the Rietveld
analysis, we obtained a very similar XRD pattern for the

Table 1. Particle Sizes and Phase Fractions in wt % (at %)
Extracted from Rietveld Refinement of the XRD Patterns of
Freshly Synthesized Mg−Ti Nanocomposites and Mg−Ti−H
Nanocomposites after Hydrogen Sorption

freshly prepared (Rwp = 2%)
after hydrogen sorption

(Rwp = 2.8%)

phase particle size
phase
fraction particle size

phase
fraction

Mg 14 ± 2 nm 10 wt %
(15.0 at %)

16 ± 3 nm 13 wt %
(18.8 at %)

Ti 27 ± 5 nm 9 wt %
(6.9 at %)

Mg0.5Ti0.5 11 ± 2 nm 45 wt %
(45.5 at %)

8 ± 1 nm 2.2 wt %
(2.1 at %)

Mg1‑yTiyHx
a 12 ± 2 nm 26 wt %

(27.4 at %)
MgH2 21 ± 4 nm 0.8 wt %

(1.1 at %)
MgO 3 ± 1 nm 36 wt %

(32.6 at %)
5 ± 1 nm 58 wt %

(50.6 at %)
aThe weight fraction was calculated using a composition of
Mg0.7Ti0.3H2.

Table 2. Mg and Ti Fraction of Metal Elements Present, As
Obtained through XRD, ICP-OES, and EDS for the As-
Produced Mg−Ti nanocomposites

element XRD at % ICP-OES at % TEM-EDS at %

Mg 70 67 69
Ti 30 33 31
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Mg1‑yTiyHx phase (see Figure 1b, bottom) as obtained in these
studies.21,22 Rietveld refinement was performed with a Rwp of
2.8%, and the results are summarized in Table 1. Significantly,
only a very minor fraction of the sample had transformed to the
common rutile MgH2 phase, as can be seen from the very weak
intensities of the characteristic diffraction peaks at 54° and 28°
(Figure 1b), showing the large preference for a transformation
into the fluorite cubic Mg1‑yTiyHx phase upon hydrogenation
under the applied conditions. The lattice parameter obtained
for the Mg1‑yTiyHx phase is a = 4.44 Å, a visible increase from
the typical value of 4.36 Å for TiH2. From studies on Mg−Ti
thin films16 but also on ball milled Mg−Ti systems,22 it is
known that the presence of Mg in TiH2 indeed leads to an
increase in unit cell. The lattice parameters obtained for the
cubic Mg−Ti−H phase obtained by means of ball-milling, with
values of 4.49 Å found for the Mg0.42Ti0.58H1.77 phase reported
by Asano et al.21 and of 4.47 Å found for the Mg0.5Ti0.5Hx phase
by Rousselot et al.,22 are quite close to the lattice parameter of
the fcc Mg−Ti−H phase observed here. Although Mg1‑yTiyH2

thin films obey Vegard’s law that predicts a linear increase in
lattice parameter with Mg fraction, in the present study it is not
possible to reliably extract the exact composition of the cubic
Mg1‑yTiyHx phase due to the uncertainty in the amount of
hydrogen present and the large lattice expansion it can
generate. Assuming a maximum hydrogen uptake, one may
estimate a lower limit on the Mg-fraction of the Mg1‑yTiyHx of
20%, which would indicate a composition of Mg0.2Ti0.8H2.
However, because of the uncertainty in the hydrogen fraction,
the actual Mg fraction can be significantly higher. It is
interesting to compare the observed cubic fluorite structure
of the Mg1‑yTiyHx phase with the structure of the cubic
Mg7TiH16 compound synthesized by high pressure meth-
ods.23,28 The latter Mg7TiH16 compound showed an ordered
Mg−Ti metal sublattice superstructure23,28 with the cubic
Ca7Ge structure (Fm3̅m, No. 225), involving a doubling of the
cubic unit cell in all three space dimensions. In our electron
diffraction images we did not see the low-angle diffraction peaks
characteristic for the superstructure. Also, the lattice parameter

Figure 2. Transmission electron micrographs of spark discharge generated Mg−Ti nanocomposites. Left: As produced. Right: After partial hydrogen
loading (see text).

Figure 3. Morphology and local composition of spark discharge generated Mg−Ti nanocomposites after (partial) hydrogen loading. Left: TEM
image exhibiting regions a and b with the two types of morphology present in the sample. Right: Electron energy loss near-edge spectra for the
regions a and b depicted in the TEM-image: Mg K edge (top) and Ti L2,3 edge together with O K edge (bottom).
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of the Mg7TiH16 compound of 4.782 Å for the substructure is
significantly different from the lattice parameter of 4.44 Å for
the fluorite cubic Mg1‑yTiyHx nanocomposites observed in our
XRD data, excluding the formation of the high-pressure
Mg7TiH16 phase for the hydrogenated spark discharge
generated samples.
The crystallites of the Mg1‑yTiyHx phase are small, 12 ± 2 nm

as determined from peak broadening in the XRD pattern.
Though the fraction of the MgO oxide is increased after
hydrogen cycling, the average size of MgO crystallites (or
shells) of about 5 ± 1 nm remains quite small.
During hydrogen cycling, the cubic Mg−Ti−H metal hydride

most likely transforms into the common hcp Mg−Ti phase
upon desorption. For example, in studies on Mg−Ti films14,29
where the fluorite type hydride is created upon hydrogenation,
the extraction of hydrogen results in a transformation back to
the original hexagonal Mg−Ti phase. However, in a study of
the structural transformations upon hydrogen cycling of a
metastable hcp Mg−Ti alloy obtained by means of ball-milling,
Rousselot et al.30 found that, in the first cycle, a stabilization to
a Mg−TiHx fluorite fcc phase occurred, and the extraction of
hydrogen was only accompanied by a change in the lattice
parameter but not by a change in the symmetry.
In order to gain a better understanding of the changes that

occur as a result of the hydrogenation and corresponding
heating treatments under exposure to hydrogen, transmission
electron microscopy was applied to investigate the morphology
and the local composition of the sample. The general aspect of
the as-prepared sample is of a nanomaterial of a very porous
nature (Figure 2, left). Particles with a close to a spherical shape
of about 10−20 nm in diameter are organized in fractal-like
dendritic structures. Small area electron diffraction showed that
even locally the samples are of crystalline nature, but the small
size of the crystallites gives rise to broad and diffuse diffraction
rings. This result is consistent with the analysis of the XRD
patterns. At the edges of the primary particles, a thin shell of a
different density can be identified as MgO. The MgO fraction
increases with the repeated hydrogen loading and unloading
due to traces of oxygen present in the hydrogen gas. The
sintering of the particles is more pronounced in the MgO-rich
regions as it will be explained further on.
After six hydrogen loading and unloading cycles, the main

features of the initial morphology are mostly preserved in the
partially loaded sample, as it can be seen in Figure 2, right.
However, a more detailed analysis reveals the appearance of
local nonuniformity in the morphology and composition of the
sample after the hydrogen cycling. In the TEM image shown in
Figure 3, the two representative morphologies of the sample
after cycling are depicted. Region a has a morphology which is
very similar to that of the as-prepared sample, with a metal
composition close to 70 at % of Mg and 30 at % of Ti. Particles
in this area maintain a small size and the porous aspect. Region
b is formed of agglomerated spherical particles of significantly
larger sizes in the range 50−100 nm. The ratio between Mg and
Ti is here largely increased to 96.7 at % Mg to 3.3 at % Ti. A
high fraction of O is detected using EDS, leading to the
conclusion that a significant fraction of the Mg in region b is
oxidized to MgO.
An electron energy loss near-edge spectroscopy (ELNES)

study of the Mg K edge, the O K edge, and the Ti L2,3 edge was
performed in both regions a and b, which provided key
information on the local composition and chemical binding
state of the Mg and Ti. The positions of these element specific

edges in the ELNES spectrum depend on the binding energy of
the core electrons, which shifts as a function of the valence state
of the element and thus provides insights into its local chemical
environment. The structure of the edges depends on the
chemical environment of the element and the conduction
(upper valence) electron energy density-of-states.
In Figure 3, the Mg K edge spectra obtained in region a and

in region b both reveal the presence of the two characteristic
main peaks, at 1311 and 1318 eV, corresponding to the binding
energy of the Mg 1s electrons, and lower intensity broader
peaks at 1329 and 1354 eV. The lowest energy peak at 1311 eV
is clearly shifted from the value of about 1304 eV for Mg metal
determined by X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)31 and X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),32 but is much closer to
the value of about 1310 eV for Mg in MgO indicated by XAS31

and XPS.32 The effect of a transition metal on the Mg
ionization edge, on the other hand, is a shift toward lower
energies as reported by Farangis et al.31 Further, XAS
measurements have shown that a positive shift of 2.5 eV can
be expected in the hydride state.31 The position of 1311 eV of
our measured ionization edge is the result of a combination of
the contributions of Mg present in MgO, MgH2, and metallic
Mg, as revealed by the XRD spectra. Clearly, oxidation plays a
role in both regions. The coordination of Mg is revealed by the
peaks in the backscattered electron regions at 1329 and 1354
eV. Qualitatively, the higher the intensity of the peaks in this
region, the stronger the interaction of the backscattered
electrons to the atoms coordinated around Mg. Thus, the
relatively high intensity of the peaks at 1329 and 1354 eV
measured in region b suggests that O atoms are dominant as
nearest neighbors, whereas the low intensity of the peaks in the
spectrum measured in region a indicates that in that region H
atoms as nearest neighbors and also a metallic Mg or Mg−Ti
environment are important. This strong difference in oxidation
of the two areas is supported by the much stronger O K edge
peaks near 540 eV observed for region b, which show that MgO
is predominantly present in region b. The peak structure for the
O K edge for region b is indeed very similar to that of
crystalline MgO,33 exhibiting characteristic oxygen nearest
neighbor and oxygen next nearest neighbor peaks at 558 and
548 eV, respectively.33

The state of the Ti can be deduced from the L2,3 excitation
edge spectrum, which features two sharp peaks representative
for the electronic transitions 2p1/2−3d (L2) and 2p3/2−3d (L3)
at 459 and 464 eV, respectively, as it can be seen in Figure 3
(right) for the two regions a and b. These peaks correspond to
two edges arising from the spin−orbit coupling of the p
orbitals. The L2,3 edge of transition metals is typically used to
determine their oxidation state. Here, the edge positions
observed for region b are close to the expected values of 458
and 463 eV34 for Ti metal, suggesting that the Ti in region b is
in the metallic form. The much lower intensity of the Ti L2,3
edge in region b is directly related to the very small fraction of
Ti present in this region of about 3.3 at % determined by EDS.
Region a, on the other hand, presents a chemical shift of 2 eV
compared to the spectrum of region b, which we attribute to
the presence of TiH2 (possibly including a partial Mg
surrounding of the Ti, such as in the Mg1‑yTiyH2 phase).
Indeed, in their X-ray absorption spectroscopy studies of Mg−
Ti thin films, Farangis et al.31,35 report a small positive chemical
shift for TiH2 as compared to Ti metal.
Apart from the analysis of the chemical shift of the ionization

edges, the oxidation state may also be determined from the
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ratio between the integrated areas of the L2 and L3 edges.
36,37

In our study, the ratio was calculated for both a freshly prepared
sample and the hydrogen-exposed sample. The ratio for the
freshly prepared sample is the same as the one calculated for
region b of the hydrogen-exposed sample, implying that the
oxidation state of Ti in the fresh sample is the same as in region
b and Ti is in its metallic form. The ratio calculated for region a
is lower than that for region b, suggesting Ti is in a different
oxidation state, most likely as TiH2 or TiO2. The latter is not
likely, however, since in the case of transition metal oxides,
backscattering from oxygen nearest neighbors would give rise
to a prominent and broad peak at about 40 eV from the
ionization edge.33 In both spectra of the Ti edge, this feature is
not present, indicating the absence of TiO2 in the sample. This
result, together with the observation of the chemical shift and
the absence of Ti metal from the XRD patterns, strongly
suggests the presence of Ti mainly as in its hydride form in
region a and as Ti metal (in small amounts) in region b.
Interestingly, Ti is prevented from oxidizing in both regions
since the Mg acts as a strong scavenger for the oxygen, as
evidenced by the formation of MgO.
An interesting fact is that the hexagonal Mg retains its

nanostructure after hydrogen sorption, with an average small
size of ∼16 nm as deduced from XRD (Table 1). In region a,
this is likely related to the proximity of the fluorite cubic Mg−
TiHx particles, which may act as a grain refiner for hcp-Mg
particles, similar to the grain refinement activity of TiH2
reported for ball milled Mg−Ti powders,38,39 induced by a
favorable lattice matching for specific hcp-Mg//f-Mg−TiHx
interfaces.38 Moreover, the results obtained from the ELNES
analysis complement the findings from the XRD patterns, and
infer that region b consists primarily of oxidized Mg (i.e.,
MgO). The high fraction of MgO found in XRD can then be
directly related to its high concentration in areas similar to
region b. However, region b may further contain nanosized Mg
particles enclosed by MgO shells. In the hydrogen cycling
experiments discussed in the following section, the mixed Mg−
Ti areas of the sample such as region a form the main active
phase, while region b that mainly contains MgO is seen as inert,
except in the high hydrogen pressure−high temperature range
where Mg nanoparticles confined by MgO shells can be
hydrogenated.
In short, region b is characterized by larger agglomerated

particles about 50−100 nm in size, mainly consisting of MgO
domains, and further containing a minor fraction of Ti metal
nanoparticles and likely also Mg/MgO core/shell nanoparticles.
Region a is characterized by much smaller particle sizes
preserved by grain refinement, with a similar dendritic
morphology as the as-prepared sample. It consists mainly of
fluorite cubic Mg1‑yTiyHx nanoparticles; further, TiH2 and
hexagonal Mg nanoparticles are likely present, leading to an
overall metal composition of 70 at % Mg and 30 at % Ti. MgO
is present in much smaller quantities in region a than observed
in region b, mainly in the form of a shell surrounding the
nanoparticles.
Hydrogen Storage Properties of the Mg−Ti Nano-

composites. As stated in the Introduction, the capability of a
material to react with hydrogen is greatly influenced by the
enthalpy of formation of the hydride. In the case of bulk MgH2,
the enthalpy of formation is −75 kJ/mol H2.

40 For a practical
use of a metal hydride as a viable hydrogen storage system, an
enthalpy of formation of about −40 kJ/mol H2 is often desired
to achieve equilibrium pressures of the order of 1 bar near

room temperature.1,2 Pressure−composition-isotherms (PCIs)
obtained for the Mg−TiHx nanocomposites are shown in
Figure 4. The hydrogen absorption rates at the start of each

absorption step on the plateau were in the range ∼0.015−0.035
wt %/h {for [(Δp)/(peq)] = [(p0 − peq)/(peq)] ∼ 0.02−0.22 at
t = 0} and the plateau pressures were approached with rate
constants k in the range ∼0.4−2.5 h−1, i.e., of a similar
magnitude as found in a previous study on the hydrogen
sorption kinetics of spark discharge generated MgH2 nano-
particles catalyzed by NbOx or Pd nanoparticles.5 The
concentration of hydrogen in the sample is given as a weight
percentage of the total mass of the sample. Because the sample
contains also MgO and apparently unreactive Mg particles, the
hydrogen content is also calculated as a weight percentage of
the active Mg−Ti fraction of the sample associated with the
initially present bcc Mg−Ti alloy phase identified in the
corresponding XRD pattern. It should be noted, however, that
also the initially present Ti phase is consumed upon hydrogen
loading, and may participate in the formation of the Mg1‑yTiyHx
phase. Possibly, it could further lead to the formation of very
small TiH2 domains, giving rise to broad peaks in the X-ray
diffraction pattern38,41 which are hard to discriminate against
background, especially with small amounts of sample.
The PCIs, measured subsequently at 150, 200, 250, and 300

°C, each exhibit a region where the pressure remains constant
while the hydrogen content of the sample increases. This region
is commonly defined as the coexistence (or equilibrium)
plateau. The plateau pressures were determined at the midpoint
of each plateau. Interestingly, the plateau pressures are larger
than the equilibrium pressure of bulk MgH2 and ball milled
MgH2 powders in the full temperature range between 150 and
300 °C. The strongest effect appears at 150 °C when a plateau
pressure of peq = 96 mbar was measured compared to the
equilibrium pressure of peq = 5.2 mbar for bulk (or ball milled)
MgH2.
These plateaus cannot be attributed to either hydrogenation

of Mg or Ti nanoparticles. The former remain seemingly
unloaded after the Sievert’s measurements as deduced from the

Figure 4. Hydrogen absorption isotherms for Mg−Ti nanocomposites
measured at 150, 200, 250, and 300 °C, subsequently. The amount of
hydrogen absorbed is expressed in weight %, both as a fraction of the
weight of the sample (bottom axis) and as a fraction of the weight of
the bcc Mg−Ti alloy phase initially present in the sample (top axis).
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XRD patterns of the as-prepared and loaded sample (see Table
1). The pressure of only ∼1.5 mbar at the highest temperature
of 300 °C required for the hydrogenation of bulk metallic Ti to
titanium hydride with a composition of TiH∼1.9 (ref 42) on the
other hand is far lower than the observed plateau pressures.
Therefore, the origin of the plateaus must be linked to the

transformation of the Mg−Ti to Mg−TiHx nanocomposite
phases as found in the active areas of the sample similar to
region a. At the highest temperatures of 250 and 300 °C, a low
pressure range up to a hydrogen fraction about 0.4 wt % is
visible, which could be due to the storage of hydrogen in TiH2,
since a low pressure of about 1.5 mbar is sufficient to reach a
composition of TiH∼1.9 in the δ-phase of TiHx at 300 °C (ref
42). At 300 °C, three ranges are visible in the pressure−
composition-isotherm of Figure 4, where a high pressure range
starts at the end of the equilibrium plateau, i.e., beyond 2.7 wt
% loading, characterized by a gradual increase in pressure with
hydrogen content. This behavior could correspond to the
transformation to destabilized rutile MgH2 of hcp-Mg particles
confined within a MgO shell. Upon removal of hydrogen
pressure, such destabilized MgH2 areas might have released
their hydrogen before the XRD analysis was performed. An
interesting alternative possibility is that the H is inserted in the
hexagonal Mg phase which cannot convert to the rutile MgH2
structure, as observed in a previous study by Mulder et al.,38

due to the destabilization of the rutile MgH2 phase by, e.g., the
presence of the MgO shells. The lattice parameters of such a
Mg(Hx) solution phase were found to hardly change for
compositions up to MgH0.5.

38 This would also explain why the
XRD analysis performed still shows the Mg phase.
For a first order hydrogenation reaction, a van’t Hoff analysis

can be made for the determination of the enthalpy and entropy
of the hydrogenation reaction. Since the pressure and
temperature remain constant at the plateau, the chemical
potential of both the hydrogen gas and the coexisting metal and
metal hydride solid phases during the transformation is
constant for the width of the plateau. The natural logarithm
of the equilibrium pressure plotted against the reciprocal
temperature gives a line according to the van’t Hoff equation, ln
[(peq)/(p0)] = (ΔH/RT) − (ΔS/R), as it can be seen in Figure
5. The enthalpy change for the hydrogenation reaction
calculated from the slope of curve a in Figure 5 is −45 kJ/
molH2. This value is much less negative than any enthalpy of

formation reported so far for Mg−TiHx nanocomposites. The
obtained entropy of the reaction is 84 J/K mol H2. Reduced
values for the enthalpy and entropy, of, respectively, −54 ± 3
kJ/mol H2 and 99 ± 6 J/K mol H2, were also obtained for the
second sample (see Figure 6). Lu et al.43,44 found a reduced

enthalpy of formation for the MgH2−0.1TiH2 system of −68
kJ/mol H2, but the effect is much milder for such ball milled
Mg−0.1TiH2 nanocomposites with a grain size of 5−10 nm.
Using hydrogenography,45 a combinatorial technique for fast
screening of the thermodynamics of hydrogenation of thin
metal films, Gremaud et al.45,46 determined the formation
enthalpies of more than 500 compositions of Mg1‑yTiy (0.60 < y
<0.89) in a single experiment. The enthalpy of formation of the
fluorite cubic Mg1‑yTiyHx phase was observed to be in the range
−65 to −58 kJ/mol H2 in the composition range 0.65 < y
<0.89, i.e., rather close to that of rutile MgH2 films (−60.7 kJ/
mol H2).

47 The less negative enthalpy of formation for rutile
MgH2 films relative to that of bulk MgH2 is caused by clamping
of the film to the substrate during hydrogenation, leading to a
compressive strain of the metal hydride film and a
destabilization of the metal hydride phase.
The origin of this strong deviation of the reaction enthalpy,

entropy, and the low temperature plateau pressures from the
values expected for the hydrogenation reaction of hexagonal
Mg to the common rutile MgH2 phase should be sought in the
nanosize and finely intermixed character of the Mg−Ti−H
nanocomposites produced by spark discharge generation. First
of all, it is well-known that, at the nanoscale, the
thermodynamic properties of the Mg-to-MgH2 hydrogenation
reaction may change dramatically because of the modified
structure of the nanocrystals and the dominant contribution of
the surface (or interface) structure and local bond lengths at
the smallest sizes. Further, the hydrogenation involves the
formation of a metastable fluorite cubic Mg1‑yTiyH2 phase with
a different chemical binding as for the rutile MgH2 phase, which
may lead to a changed reaction enthalpy. Finally, since
EXAFS16 and positron annihilation studies48 indicate that
thin films exhibiting an X-ray coherent fluorite cubic
Mg1‑yTiyHx phase are in fact chemically segregated into MgH2
and TiH2 domains at length scales of the order of ∼1 nm, it can
be expected that the Mg−Ti−H nanocomposites studied here
consist of similar locally segregated coherent MgH2 and TiH2
domains. For such nanocomposites, interface energies and
elastic effects between attached MgH2 (or Mg) and TiH2

Figure 5. (a) Van’t Hoff plot for the Mg−Ti nanocomposites obtained
from the plateau pressures in the P−C−T measurements. The dashed
line represents the linear best-fit to the data. (b) Van’t Hoff plot for
bulk MgH2 as measured by Gross et al.40.

Figure 6. Linear relation between enthalpy and entropy as obtained
for Mg−Ti nanocomposite samples compared to literature values for
bulk MgH2.
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nanodomains (for example, induced by strains imposed on the
crystal lattice) should be taken into account as they may
strongly affect the thermodynamic properties. Further, the
formation of excess free volume and defects may influence the
thermodynamics. The chemical transformations are then
accompanied in an essential way by rearrangements in the
structure. The microstructure and nanostructure of the sample
will consequently play an important role in the established
thermodynamic equilibrium state of the sample. Below we will
discuss the possible role of each of these mechanisms in the
observed strong changes in the reaction enthalpy, entropy, and
the low temperature equilibrium pressures for the Mg−Ti−H
nanocomposites.
Ab initio studies by Wagemans et al.49 demonstrated that the

enthalpy of hydrogenation for the Mg-to-MgH2 hydrogenation
reaction is clearly reduced for very small Mg nanoparticles due
to the modified crystal structure and local binding in the surface
area of the particles, leading to reaction enthalpies of the order
of −63 kJ/mol H2 at a diameter of 1.8 nm. However, the
reaction enthalpy only changes significantly for particle
diameters below about 3 nm, making this mechanism rather
improbable for the studied Mg−Ti−H nanocomposites with
primary particle sizes which are about 5 times larger.
A second factor which may lead to modified thermodynamics

is the formation of a coherent fluorite MgyTi1‑yHx hydride as
inferred from our X-ray diffraction study. Theoretical
studies50−52 predicted substantial thermodynamic changes for
such a cubic fluorite MgyTi1‑yHx hydride phase relative to the
rutile MgyTi1‑yHx phase. It is expected that a stabilization of the
fluorite MgyTi1‑yHx hydride occurs below a critical composition
of y ∼ 0.8−0.9.50 The calculated enthalpy difference between
the fluorite Mg0.875Ti0.125H2 and the rutile MgH2 phase is about
+10 kJ/mol H2.

50 Therefore, this mechanism could provide a
significant contribution to the observed increased enthalpy of
formation. However, it should be noted that the observed Mg
fraction is clearly lower than y ∼ 0.875, and on the basis of the
calculations, the destabilizing effect will be canceled for a Mg
fraction of ∼0.7. The latter is close to the actual average
concentration observed in region a by TEM-EDS.
Mg and Ti have a strong tendency to phase segregate as they

are essentially immiscible elements. Therefore, similar to the
chemical segregation into Mg and Ti nanodomains with a
typical domain size well below 10 nm observed for X-ray
coherent Mg−Ti thin films, the presence of coherent
neighboring Mg and Ti domains should be considered here
as well. The presence of an interface will affect the enthalpy of
formation of hydrogenated Mg−TiHx nanocomposites, since
the local binding at the interface will modify the energy of the
system. Mooij et al.53 have experimentally determined the
magnitude of the difference in the interface energy of the hcp
Mg(0002)//TiH2(111) and rutile MgH2(110)//TiH2(111)
systems in a series of P−C−T experiments on Mg//Ti
multilayer systems with varying layer thicknesses. The interface
model applied in that study could well explain the observed
increase in the equilibrium pressures and presence of hysteresis,
with an extracted interface energy difference close to that
obtained from the ab initio calculations. However, using the
model of Mooij et al.53 for the Mg−TiHx nanocomposite with a
typical particle size of ∼10−20 nm studied here, the effect of
the interface energy on the equilibrium pressure is estimated to
be relatively small, about 4.5 kJ/molH2 for particles with a
radius of 10 nm. This increase in enthalpy is much lower than
the total change in enthalpy observed in our materials. Also, the

increase in equilibrium pressure by a factor of ∼10 (as observed
in our study at low temperature) was reached only for very thin
multilayer films with a layer thickness of about 2 nm or less.53

This indicates that the mechanism leading to the observed
higher absorption equilibrium pressures for the spark discharge
generated nanocomposites is more complex.
A fourth factor which may affect the enthalpy of formation of

MgH2, proposed by Hao and Sholl,54 involves the induced
strain imposed on the crystal lattice for hcp Mg and rutile
MgH2 when stacked as epitaxial thin layers on TiH2(111)
surfaces. The ab initio calculations by Hao and Sholl predicted
a significant reduction of the enthalpy of formation of MgH2 of
up to 12 kJ/mol H2 for the smallest layer thicknesses by such a
strain-induced change of the thermodynamics of the reaction.54

Our EELS analysis of the nanocomposites is consistent with the
presence of Mg domains in close proximity of TiH2 domains,
supporting such a mechanism. However, the estimated size of
the changes in the enthalpy of formation indicates that the
interface energy and the lattice strain at the Mg and TiH2
boundaries can only partially explain the magnitude of the
reduced enthalpy of formation and increased plateau pressures
for the spark discharge generated MgyTi1‑yHx nanocomposites.
It is interesting to note that a modified enthalpy and entropy

were also observed for MgH2 nanoparticles (<3 nm)
nanoconfined in a carbon scaffold investigated by Zhao-Karger
et al.55 A less negative enthalpy of −63.8 ± 0.5 kJ/mol H2 and
reduced reaction entropy of 117.2 ± 0.8 J/K mol H2 was
observed. These differences with respect to bulk MgH2 are
smaller than for the present case of MgyTi1‑yHx nano-
composites, but again show a trend in the same direction in
the ΔH−ΔS diagram presented in Figure 6. The enthalpy
change was attributed to the effects of small particle size and of
strain imposed by the carbon scaffold, but a mechanism for the
entropy change was not provided. As discussed above, the effect
of strain, exerted by a neighboring TiH2 local environment
(instead of a carbon scaffold) on Mg/MgH2 nanoparticles, can
also play an important role for the MgyTi1‑yHx nanocomposites.
We further considered the model by Berube et al.,56−58 based

on a destabilization of the hydride phase due to significant local
distortions of the bulk equilibrium crystal lattice by the
presence of, e.g., grain boundaries, vacancies, or dislocations.
The deformation of the crystalline structure by such defects is
included in the equation of state as a generic term: the excess
volume, which represents the ratio between the actual
(expanded) volume and the equilibrium volume. According
to this model, an excess volume of about 10% would be enough
to account for the observed large enthalpy change of about 30
kJ/mol H2. Moreover, the Berube model56−58 also predicts an
increase in the entropy in the distorted regions, and,
consequently, a reduction in the entropy of the hydrogenation
reaction compared to the bulk values. In our study, the entropy
is observed to change to 84 ± 5 J/K mol H2, modifying the free
energy of the system by acting as a barrier and thus partially
compensating for the effects of the decreased enthalpy
formation on the equilibrium pressures and chemical potentials.
It thus appears that a decrease of the enthalpy of formation is
accompanied by an increased disorder of the hydride lattice,
quite similar to what has been observed for ball-milled MgH2
powders using a TiF3 catalyst by Mulder et al.38 Moreover,
Figure 6 shows that the variation in enthalpy and entropy of
formation follows a linear behavior, similar to what was
observed by Mulder et al.38 In the latter study, however, the
largest effects were seen in the Mg(Hx) solution phase in a wide
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range of hydrogen concentrations. The alteration of ΔS
compared to bulk Mg−MgH2 was subsequently described as
resulting from the remaining large configurational entropy
associated with the partial H site occupations.38 The range of
this solution phase for the ball-milled TiF3-catalyzed MgH2
powders was expanded in a remarkable way up to hydrogen
concentrations of x ∼ 0.5, induced by the presence of abundant
interfaces such as the Mg(0002)//TiH2(111) interface. Here,
we extracted the enthalpy and entropy of the hydrogenation
reaction from clearly discernible equilibrium plateaus in the full
pressure−composition isotherms that are representative for the
entire active sample.
We note that the hydrogen desorption of the sample was too

slow in the low temperature range studied to quantify the
hysteresis between the absorption and desorption isotherms,
except at the highest temperature of 300 °C, where the
hydrogen desorption rate at the plateau was typically about
70% of the hydrogen absorption rate at 300 °C. At this
temperature, a hydrogen desorption plateau pressure of 1.4 bar
was reached, resulting in a hysteresis of ∼0.6 bar. At lower
temperatures, hardly any pressure increase could be seen during
desorption steps of typically 3 h in measurements of the
desorption PCI at the plateau. Hydrogen desorption could only
effectively be promoted by desorption into a vacuum for
prolonged times of the order of 50 h. The slowness of hydrogen
desorption is, apart from the low temperatures involved, likely
also due to the presence of MgO shells surrounding the Mg−
Ti−H nanoparticles.4 The van’t Hoff plot derived in this study
is therefore representative for the hydrogenation reaction only.
The hydrogen desorption is likely accompanied with a
hysteresis for all studied temperatures, known to exist also for
ball milled MgH2 nanopowders59,60 and thin film systems.53

Such a hysteresis may be enhanced by plastic deformation
which itself may lead to higher apparent equilibrium pressures
for the hydrogenation reaction as well.53

Although the model proposed by Berube et al.56−58 predicts
the most severe enthalpy changes, comparable in size with the
observations, we note that XRD and TEM analysis both
confirmed the crystalline structure of the sample. The
complexity of the Mg−Ti nanocomposite samples in terms of
composition, morphology, and crystallinity in fact points to a
combination of the different mechanisms discussed above,
leading to the pronounced reduction in enthalpy of formation
which underlines the great promise for Mg−TiHx nano-
composites as hydrogen storage materials. Nonequilibrium
synthesis methods such as spark discharge generation open up a
way to tailor finely interdispersed nanocomposites and new
types of nanoalloys with desirable hydrogen storage properties.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Spark discharge generation synthesis has proven to be very
attractive for producing finely intermixed composites of Mg−Ti
nanoparticles. The mixture of the two metals is uniform across
the sample, and it corresponds to the targeted 70 at % Mg and
30 at % Ti as determined by three different analysis methods,
XRD, TEM-EDS, and ICP-OES. A direct product of the spark
discharge synthesis is a metastable bcc Mg−Ti alloy phase
which was identified in the XRD patterns. The hydrogenation
reaction of this phase leads to the formation of the fluorite
Mg−TiHx hydride phase instead of the commonly observed
rutile MgH2 phase, and which exhibits promising hydrogen
storage properties. This opens up a way for up-scaling the
production of this interesting hydrogen storage material

previously identified in thin films. A much less negative
enthalpy of formation of the hydride compared with bulk MgH2
is observed. Its origin stems from the nanostructured character
of the finely intermixed composite with primary particle sizes in
the range 10−20 nm. In particular, mechanisms involving
lattice strains, the presence of interfaces between coherent Mg
and TiH2 nanodomains, the presence of hydrogen vacancies,
and the formation of excess free volume due to local
deformations of the material are plausible causes for the
observed strongly modified thermodynamics. Further, the
formation of the metastable fluorite Mg−TiHx hydride phase
could contribute to the observed reduction in the enthalpy of
formation. The modified enthalpy leads to largely increased
plateau pressures at low temperatures. At the same time, the
entropy of the hydrogenation reaction is also lowered to 84 ± 5
J/K mol H2 due to an increase in the degree of disorder of the
hydride phase, partially compensating the effects of the reduced
enthalpy on the plateau pressures. The present study represents
an important step in the challenge to find Mg-based hydrogen
storage materials with a suitable thermodynamics of hydrogen
sorption. Further investigations on the interplay of micro-
structure and chemical composition could reveal the detailed
mechanisms of the enthalpy reduction observed for these Mg−
TiHx nanocomposites, which show great promise as hydrogen
storage materials.
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